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I, IHTRGISCTOEi

1.1. In tho latter part of 1963 the United Nation* Economic Commission

for Afric, organized a looal .overnment study tour to YuSoslavia and India

for senior officials of member states. The tour originated from the re

commendations of a United Nations '.forking Croup on decentralization for

national and Local Development (Geneva I96l), "th*t ctudj touro to arranged

to enable senior officers of I-inistries of Local Government to visit

countries in other regions ,hich have, had significant experience in decentra

lization of technical services to local government units". The project was

afterwards'adopted by the Economic Commission for ifrioa at its Fifth Session

a,nd was incorporated in the Commission's programme of .fork and priorities

(E/CH.14/230/Corr.3) under project 51-15- The Governments of Yugoslavia

and India subsequently agreed to arrange suitable programmes and to provide

certain facilities.

1.2. The letters of invitation sent out to African Governments stipu

lated the following:-

"Senior officials at the level of permanent secretary or undersecretary

vho are concerned with the design or administration of the local government

system in their country" "l^oh Government is revested to submit one

or more candidates whose qualifications approximate to those mentioned above,

and whose present or prospective duties are such that he and his Government

may derive the maximum benefit from the study tour".

1.3. After the receipt of replies from 31 mamoer Governments the

following officials were selected and participated in the tour -

1. Ato Assefa Gabre-^am (Ethiopia)

2 Sir. J.B.C. Wilkinson

Mr. ii.J. .Ibekeani

(Nigeria)

(Syasaland)

- Permanent Secretary,

Ministry of .uocal

C-overnment, Snugu

- Honorary Adviser to the

Minister for Local

Government
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4. Mr. Amir Tarmum

5- Mr. Suleiman liagiealla

6. Mr. P.a. Burengelo

7. iir. 3.M.S. ;,ate

(Somalia) -,Deputy Chief, Department
for Administrative Organi

zation and Elected Bodies,

Ministry of the Interior

(Sudan) - Deputy Under-Secretary,
Ministry of Local Government

(Tanganyika) - Permanent Secretary, Ministry
of Local Government

(Uganda)

8. Mr. Ibrahim Mohammed Osman (U.A.R.)

- Acting Undersecretary,

Ministry of Local Government

- General -Director for Planning

and Research, Ministry of

Local Government.

The team was accompanied throughout the tour by the Regional Adviser in

Local Government attached to ECA Headquarters.

1.4- Except for the UAR participant who joined at Cairo the members of

the team assembled at ECA Headquarters for briefing towards the end-of:■

October. We left Addis Ababa on 2 November and arrived in Belgrade the

following afternoon where we were received by the Secretary General of the

Standing Conference of -owns of Yugoslavia and the "Secretary of the Interna

tional Relations Committee of the same organization. Our programme of study

and discussions had been drawn up by the Standing Conference in consultation
with the Regional Adviser.

1.5. Before beginning our work Dr. Antun Vratula, Undersecretary of

State and Chef de Cabinet to the President of the Federal Peoples' Assembly,

acquainted us with the evolution, structure and concepts of local self-

gcvernment in his country and its position in the light of the new Yugoslav

Constitution proclaimed in 1963. Thereafter we spent four days in Belgrade

discussing the system of government and decentralization in Yugoslavia wi-th

senior officials and advisers of the different Federal Secretariats, e.g.

Federal Secretariat for Budget and General Administration, Federal Secreta

riat for Financial Affairs, Federal Institute for Bconomic Planning, Federal

Secretariat for National Health and Social Welfare Policy, and so- on. .
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1.6E After this initial period of orientation in the capital we then

went to Si'fcTi.iandn about 45 miles north of Belgrade to begin a study of the

Commune which is tho basic political and socio-econc .lie unit of the decentra

lized system, V/hile in Zrenjanin vre had discussions also with representatives

of a worker's ecunoil, trade union officials,, officials and members of a

j-operativ:? farm, the members of a primary school board,, representatives of

local communities and party leaders., The ns;ct stage of the tour took us

to Zagreb to study urban communes and the functioning of a City Assembly

co-ordinating some of their activities. From. Zagreb we went to Rijeka on

the Adriatic coast to study further the constitutionj structures organiza

tion and functions of cor.i.TAmes and sor.e 01 the ;_jroblen.s of under-developed

communes; al^'o the working:; of a District which is an intermediate body

between conir.une and Republic: At Ljubljana., the capital of Slovenia., the

tour continued with institutions at the Republic level and ?.>?e had dis

cussions with ' ' of the Assembly and the Republic Executive Council,

Again we had an 1/its posting; ^acting wi tb senior officials and representa

tives of the Socialist AiPianco of .the "forking People, During these meetings

our aim wau "':o Lii-Idr^tavid the role of the political parfcioe and their working

relationship :rith the. local bodies c.vnd o ciiorr- voluntary organizations. For

the ■ olo;::.nj part of our stay in Yu'josl a'/ia we re" ."'.■nod ;o Belgrade for

'■'in' ' ':■ J " ■■ -j . . '. : the federal E.^ocutive Councils Federal

Institute for Public Adniu: stiatlou and the standing ■ •.. :.:.';o.

o.f Yug-oGla/.- Towns „ Tho proocdux-u e.dop tod by us at these meetings was that

after the ser.ior official, ?residevj.i; or oGCi-etarjr present had described the

gensral background and worh ol' his dep-.'-'trenc or oi- .-nization different

aspects of their oifoct on the looa-. soif-^ovsrniae^it system were taken up

by us for detailed uisouGslen.-

l.Y6 The arr^n^ernon-ts for accommodation and internal transport so

kindly made by the Yugoslav authorities enabled us to study the functioning

of several communes and other loca.l government bodies in different parts

of the country. To dc this we had to cover a distance of over 13Q00 miles

by road, rail and ai::»
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1,8. The team left Belgrade "by air on 16 November and reached Delhi

early the i'ollowing morning. At the airport we were received by officials

of the Indian ministry of Community Development and Co-operation.

1 = 9= -is in Yugoslavia the programme in India began vnith a period of

general orientation in the capital* Vie had discussions with the Chief of

"he Planning Commission, the Director of the Indian Institute of Public

Administration, the Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and Tribes and with

the i&nister himself, Mr, o,K, Dej5 who is regarded as the "father" of the

Panchayati Raj system. \"e also met senior officials of other ministries

concerned with decentralisation and the Deputy Mayor and Commissioner of

the Municipal Corporation of Delhi at the Town Hall.

. 1.10. On 21 November we left Delhi to continue the tour in three

States - Sajasthan, Maharashtra and iindhra Pradesh - which show5 one from

the-other, significant differences and changes of emphasis in their res

pective patterns of Panchayati Raj. In each of these States we visited and

had discussions with the Presidents,, uorutur-; and officials of the three

principal tiers of local administration in India, i.e. the village

Panchayats'(elected village councils representing 1^00 to 2500 people),

the Panchayat Samitis (block councils, covering about 100 villages with

an average population of 66sOOO people) and the Zila Parishads vrhich -are

councils at the District level. The average . istrict has a population

of 1,2 to 1.5 million.

1,11= At the end of our stay in Rajasthan we had a final meeting in

Jaipur with the Chief Secretary and the Development Commissioner\ in

Bombay we iround up our tour of Maharashtra by having talks wi fch the

Deputy Minister for Rural Development and senior officials of the State

Government^ in Hyderabad we had separate meetings with the Chief minister

and the Chief Secretary of Aridhra .radesh and were generously entertained

by the Governor,

1.12, Throughout our tour - both in Yugoslavia and India - we visited

numerous training institutions and paid much attention to this aspect of

each country's development programme.

1.13* -■■■fter our return to Delhi on 3 December we visited the fiov^nmpr,t

training centre at Hilokheri in the Punjab and had a further long and

fruitful meeting with Mr. vey who Kindly entertained as in his Delhi home.
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1.14. The team finally left India, to return to Aduis Ababa, on

6 December.

1.15. The Yugoslav and Indian people and authorities at all levels

were mtist cordial and friendly. We encountered everywhere a general

desire to help us understand their system and the principles underlying

the social and political changes being worked out in each country.

Information asked for was always made available and the numerous questions

which members of the team raised were answered freely and fully.

1.16. We desire to express our gratitude to- the Governments of

Yugoslavia and India for the arrangements made for our tour and to all

those, officials and non-officials, who contributed towards making our

stay in both countries so useful and enjoy'/ole. We are particularly

grateful to Dr. VratuSa and to Messrs. Sakic and iSU'-c; of the Standing-

Conference of Towns of Yugoslavia and to Mr. S.L. Doy, Central Minister

for Community Development and Co-operation, his Secretary Mr. Su Chakravarti

and to Messrs. £.P. Misra and S. Sharma, Under-Secret:-.rioa in the same

Ministry in India.

1.17. The tour enabled the members of the team to gain a very clear

perspective of the theory and practice of decentralization in two countries

which, although different from nearly every other point of view, have both

their recently won independence in common and the fact that they are developing

nations bending all their energies to raising within a short time the

standards of their peoples. Unlike Yugoslavia, however, which had in 1945

to start, as it were,from the beginning, its institutions, traditions and

economy having been destroyed by the war or in the political upheaval which

the war brought about, India, after independence, continued to preserve

many of- the traditions of her past heritage and, while adapting new methods

and a fresh approach, built on the administrative foundations le?t intact

by the former imperial power. Inevitably, many of the lessons'' learned, may

not be either applicable or relevant in Africa. :ie have, therefore, limited

ourselves in this report to focusing attention chiefly on those aspects of

decentralization in Yugoslavia and India which could be adapted for use by

African countries in the furtherance of their develo^menb programmes. In

order to keep our report reasonably short we have made no attempt to describe

in detail the features of local self-government in Yugoslavia and India

except where these are relevant to our study or to circumstances within the

Region.
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Prospective readers interested in the general details of the Jugoslav or *

Indian pattern of decentralization are invited to refer, i» particular,

to pages 165 to 17O and pages 226 to 239 of the United Hations publication

entitled "Decentralization for National and Local Development" (ST/TAO/M/19)
which contains a summary of both systems.

1.18. ue have not ooncerned ourselves with what appeare tQ ,oe wrong

with the Yugoslav and Indian systems or what their problems are - except

in so far as the solution of these problems is relevant to similar problems

m African countries. Rather we have set ourselves the task of looking

closely at what is going well and what appears to be working successfully,

to examine whether its success is firmly established and likely to continue

and how far the elements of the system contributing to this success are
applicable to African countries in this Eegion.

1.19. V/e have divided our report into three main parts. The first

deals with the search for a basic socio-economic unit of local government

and considers the experience of Yugoslavia and India in determining viable

areas of the right size and stren6th with resources sufficient to fulfil

the requirements of economic and social development but small enough to

attract a sense of identity of interest among the inhabitants in meeting

their common needs. The next section is about the types, practical value

and effectiveness of assistance (including financial assistance) to local

government units in Yugoslavia and India from central government institu

tions and how new and successful experience in this field could be adapted

ior African countries; also methods of supervision and control over local

.overn^ent bodies including relationship of inspection and control to assistance

and administrative guidance. Thirdly, we have dealt with personnel management
and training and examined the experience of Yugoslavia and India in esta

blishing successful relationships between local government officials and non-
officials and tried to pinpoint the lessons from this experience which might
*e adaptable in or applicable to Africa. The last two sections of the Heport
comprise a brief conclusion and a summary of our recommendations and suggestions
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1.20. It must "be pointed out that the previous experience of the

majority of those taking part in the study tour has been gained in

administering a pattern of local government which at one time or another

was based on the British system. The team is conscious that this may

be aeeti'as a limiting factor in assessing the suitability of some of our

conclusions and recommendations to all countries in Africa. On the other

hand, it is thought that the general principles underlying these recommenda

tions h^ve some degree of relevance everywhere in the field of African

local government if the latter is to play an effective role in political;

social and economic advancement. "With this in mind the team has endeavoured

to establish its recommendations on as broad a base as possible.

1.21. Except for editorial amendments to secure uniformity of style

and the addition of some factual material the different sections of the

report are presented in the form in which they were drafted and approved

after discussion by the whole team (except the member from Nyaealand) after

our return to Addis Ababa. In consequence, some matters are dealt with in

more detail than others while a few are touched on only briefly. Despite

this inconsistency it is hoped that the report will provide useful guide

lines to all those who are engaged in the task of establishing or improving

their local government systems or endeavouring to adapt them to modern needs.
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II, THE BASIC TOUT OF LOCAL GOVEHEMENT

The Development of the Commune as the basic Unit of Local Self-Government
in Yugoslavia

. 2.1. Yugoslavia, for all practical purposes, is a one-party state

although it does not have that centralised administrative system which

is a feature of similar regimes elsewhere. Within the "basic framework of

its social and economic system full freedom has teen given to the local

authorities in drawing up their policies and plans and in executing them.

The political party exercises from outside considerable influence, however,

r on the working of.the self-governing institutions and it is in fact through

the party mechanism that national policies percolate down the line.

2.2. when the country became indeyemient after the Second World War

.a Communist Government with strong tendencies towards political and admi

nistrative, centralization was established. It is generally believed in

Yugoslavia that this initial period of state socialism was a necessary

,.phase in the reconstruction of the country. However, once' the economy

had been placed on a-firmer footing following period when all natural

resources, industry, banks, commerce, etc. were nationalized, all planning

centrally directed and the principle of the social ownership of all

productive enterprises had been established, the way was' cleared for a

process, of decentralization. The developments which followed amounted tc

the introduction of virtually a new social system in which the working

people were given the opportunity of participating as directly as possible

in public affairs. The process of decentralisation became a synonym for a

complex and ever-growing democratization of all relations in the country

and for a policy of limiting the r6le of the state tc the functions which '

still need to be performed by state organs.

2.3. In the administrative sphere it was in the year 1948 that steps

were taken to reduce the number of administrative agencies at the Federal

level by transferring some of their powers ana functions to the Republics.

This process of decentralization was further extended in 1952 when some of

the functions and powers of the Republics were transferred to the Districts.

It was in this year also that the need for some social representation of

producers in the local bodies was first recognized and the institution of

"Producers' Council" was introduced at the district level. The communes,

however, continued to be almost subservient to the Districts,
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.In 1955 there was a further significant development when most of the

.functions and powers of the District bodies were transferred to the

Communes and Producers1 Councils were established at commune level also.

2=4. The concept of the commune, which has developed as the basic

unit of local self-government in Yugoslavia, was by no means altogether

aew in that country. Historically, during the long periods of foreign

occupation, the local community had always to play a political role.

It developed as a form of permanent organization to resist external

domination and was based on family and kinship ties? on communal work and

often communal living. Durino the Second :.'orld War the People's Committees

of Liberation were formed from these local communities and constituted

the core of resistance to the German occupying power.,

" 2.5- In 1947 there was 7,866 communes which had their roots in the

local communities, but by 1955 their number had been reduced to 1S479-

In the years that followed this process of territorial enlargement continued,

Its purpose was to form communes that would be larger and more powerful

in the economic, political and cultural sense, communes that would be

able to take over complex functions in the organization of their economic

and social development, Thus by 1963 the number of communes had been

further reduced to 581 and the" districts from 340 to 40 only by 1963. It

is generally believed that with the changes undertaken during the past

five or six years the political - territorial division has become fairly

stable.- " At present the commune has an average of 32,673 inhabitants and

is 170 so., miles (440 so., kms.) in sise while the'District has an average

of 474,584 inhabitants and is 2r4^7 sq, miles (6,391 sq.. Ions.) in size.

■"The communes are so formed that each area has an industrial nuclei, or an

economically and socially well-developed units as the centre around which

the rural area turns, constituting a socio-economic unit. Apart- from .the

assembly and the administrative organs of the commune, other autonomous

bodies of self-management operate within its jurisdiction also, e.g. the

workers1 councils and bodies of social self-government covering schoolsj

health, social welfare and rural co-operatives. All these bodies3 each

within its own jurisdiction; perform tasks determined "by the laws. They

decide their own organization, earn and; distribute their own income,' are

responsible for their internal regulations and for the effective use of

labour and establish the price .of their services,,
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The assembly of the commune has no right to interfere administratively in

their work, but exercises, its functions of co-ordination by means of colla

boration, advice and guidance. The role of the commune is primarily to

bind together bhe interests and resources of all the autonomous organs.

2.6O Thus the principle has emerged of the commune being the. basic

political - territorial and socio-economic community of the inhabitants

in its area, wherein they satisfy most of their requirements as producers

and consumers. It is conceived as an economically integrated unit, capable

of undertaking oven major economic and social projects, but not too large

in area and population to prevent a clo.se and direct relationship between

the ordinary people, the self-managing enterprises and the main body of the

commune.., i.e. the assembly and its administrative organs.

2.7. The commune assembly consists of two chambers^ the commune ... .

chamber and the chamber of working communities. The commune chamber is

elected by all citizens on the basis of the territorial principle by

direct and secret ballot. The chamber of working communities is an innova

tion introduced by the new Constitution of 1963. Previously, as we have

seens there had been; a chamber of producers elected by all those working

in economic and productive enterprises. The new chamber of working commu

nities is elected by all working people, not only those in the economy, as

has hitherto been the case} but also by those working in education,, culture ,

social welfares health and other institutions and organizations. Thus 'all

working people in all spheres' of social life are represented in the chamber

of working communities of the commune assembly (and through them also in

the District, Republican and Federal Assemblies). The two chambers enjoy

equal rights and usually have an .equal number of members. As a rule they

discuss and make decisions on matters in joint session. They are elected

for four years.

The District

2O8, The District is an association of communes,, its competencies being

made up of powers delegated to it by the Republic and of functions entrusted

to.it by the communes in matters of common interest. The District is not

above the communes, nor is it hierarchically superior. It has no risht to

give orders; it is a body integrating the communes, which is established to

offer.them, assistance in satisfying their common needs, to utilise professional

personnel and resources most efficiently and to create joint organs and services

wherever that would be more suitable and more economical.
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The District carries out its functions with funds, the sources of which

are established by law. Apart from this, if the communes assign certain

joint tasks to the District they must also transfer the necessary funds

to it for carrying out these tasks.

2.9- In the earlier period of development the District and towns were

thia most important units of local government, the communes "being too small

and economically too weak to be able to play a more significant role.

After 1955 ? howevers the policy of makin^ the commune the first and basic

unit of local self-government was firmly established and pursued. For this

reason the organization of the- commune has been expanded to include .services

which were organized, earlier on a District.or higher level, e.g..the police,

statistics-, town planning etc. In this sense District organs are becoming

nowadays more and more organs of. coordination and technical assistance. ^ .

The Development of the present Local Government System in. India .. ....

2.10. In India Panchayati Haj is the name 01 the present system of .

rural local self-6overning institutions which have been mostly established

since 1959. In its objectives as well as in its scope and content Panchayati

Haj is different from any reform of local government attempted in the_past

and is an administrative revolution with immense potentialities for future.^

advance. It seeks to effect a fundamental change in the centralised..bureau

cratic administrative apparatus which independent India inherited from _ ,

the British. . . ■

2..11. It is not necessary for the purposes of this report to go into,

the past history of Panchayats and other local bodies. It is well known

that there were village assemblies and Panchayats in ancient India. From

time to time there had been" half-hearted attempts to .broaden the foundations

oi these bodies, but little was achieved because the proper participation

oi- the people in runninD their own affairs was always lacking. It was- not

ur.til the -Second Five I^ar Plan was being drafted that recognition was ^iven

tc the urgent need for securing their greater participation in the whole

development programme from the village level u^wixds. One of the recommenda

tions in the Plan was, "that village Panchayats should be organically linked

with popular organisations at a higher level and th&t by stages,, determined

irt advance5 democratic bodies should take -pv-er the entire general administration

and general development of the District or the sub-division, perhaps other than

such functions as law and order, administration of justice and certain functions

pertaining to the revenue administration".
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Then in 1958 the Study Team under the chairmanship of Shri Balwantray

G. Mehta, :ihich examined the progress of community development in India

in 1957, reported; "So long as we do not discover or create a representative

and democratic institution which will supply the local interest, supervision

and care necessary to ensure that expenditure of money upon local objects

conforms with t.ie needs and ■rishes 01 the locality, invest it with adequate

power and assign to it appropriate finances^ we will never be able to evoke

local interest and excite local initiative in the field of development".

2.12. The Study Team recommended the creation of "a single representative

and vigorous democratic institution to take charge of all aspects of develop

ment work in the rural areas. Such a b.odys if created, has to be statutory,

elective, comprehensive in its duties and functions, equipped w. "x the

necessary executive machinery and in possession of adequate resources. It

must have the power to make mistakes and to learn by making mistakes, but

it must also receive guidance which will help it to avoid making mistakes.

In the ultimate-analysis, it must be an instrument of expression of the

local people's will in regard to their local development". ■ .

2.13. The Study Team sketched a three-tier system of rural local govern- .

ment with the Village Panchayat at the base, the Panchayat Samiti at the-

intermediate (Block) level and the Zila Parishad at the District level. ■ It

recommended that these bodies should be organically connected through their

membership and serve both as units of self-government as well as units of

planning and development. The Study Team's recommendations were accepted

by the National Development Council and the implementation of, the policy which

began in 1959 is now nearly complete. The resulting structure of Panchayati

Raj is outlined "belows —

The new local authorities are in three tiers,, Village, Block and District,

are hierarchic and organically linked. In many States there is also the Gram

Sabha, the primary assembly of all adult residents of the village. The

functions of the Gram Sabha are to discuss the" annual budget, administration

report and the development works to be undertaken in its area, a recent

study team which examined the functioning of the Gram Sabha has suggested that

in order to secure the development of "a participating democracy" Gram Sabha

should be jj,iven a more important xcle in the scheme of Panchayati Raj than it

enjoys at present.
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The village Panchayat is a statutory body embracing one or more

villages.with an average population of I.500 to 2.5OO people and an average

area of about six square miles (15^ sq.. kms.). Its members - the number

ranges from 5 to 31, the average being 15 - are elected in secret ballot

by the entire adult population of the village. In most States seats are

^reserved for women and for representatives of the scheduled castes and

scheduled tribes. At the head of the Panchayat is a chairman5 known as

president, who is either elected by the members of the Panchayat or

■ directly by the whole population of the village. The term of office of

■these bodies varies between three and five years. Almost the entire rural

area of India is covered by 2O3?O49 Panchayats.

. The next tier of Panchayati Raj is the Panchayat Samiti. Its

jurisdiction usually corresponds with that of the community development

block of which there are 5S149 functioning a't present. ' The block consists

on an average of 100 villages, has a population of 66,000 and covers a

compact area of about 250 sq. miles (647 sq. Ions.), In all except two

States Panchayat Samitis are indirectly elected bodies. Their membership

includes all Presidents (Sarpanches) of the Panchayats within their area,

local members of the Union and State Parliaments (without voting rights)

and a few co-opted members representing women, scheduled castes and tribes and

special interests like co-operative societies and banks. The term of

office of the Panchayat Samitis is concurrent with that of the Panchayats.

In one State (Maharashtra) the councillors of the district council (Zila

Parishad), directly elected from the divisions in a block area, become

ex-officio members of their Panchayat Samiti.

The highest tier in the scheme of Panchayat Raj is the Zila Parishad,

the jurisdiction of which generally extends over a District. As in the

case of the Panchayat Samitis, members of the Zila Paxishads are usually

indirectly elected with the Presidents of the Panchayat Samitis and local

Li.L.A.s and H.P.s as members. Provision is similarly made for the co-option

of women, representatives of scheduled castes and tribes and of special

interests such as co-operative banks and societies and persons interested

in rural development.
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2.14. The new rural authorities are intended to be units of local

self-government for the provision of municipal services as well as instru

ments for economic and social development. The assignment of powers and

functions to the different tiers has been made with this in view. The

work of the village Panchayats includes, besides the provision of safe

drinking water, drains, roads, lights, sanitation and welfare and cultural

functions, participation in planning village production programmes, agri

culture and the execution of development works in the village area.

2.15. The Block Council's functions are primarily developmental, but

include the normal functions of local government such as education, health,

rural sanitation, roads and minor irrigation. It plans and executes develop

ment activities in the fields of agriculture, soil conservation, animal

husbandry, rural water supplies, village industries and co-operatives.

Except in Madras, it supervises and controls the Panchayats within its

area the budgets of which j,c;:,ire its approval before implementation.

2.16. It is in the constitution and functions of the District Councils

that the greatest differences are to be found. In some States the Zila

Parishad is an advisory and co-ordinating body. In other States it is given

some executive functions in regard to secondary education, roads and health

and the allocation of grants. Where the Zila Parishad has.no executive

functions, it may be said that the system of Panchayati Raj is effective

only in one of two tiers.

2.17. The finances of rural local bodies are derived from taxes, licences

and fees, voluntary contributions and grants from the State Government.

Although a variety of taxes may be levied by these authorities,- they are

very little used and nearly 70$ of their revenue is, in practice, made up

of grants.

The Search for a Primary Planning Unit of the right Size and Strength

2.18. We have seen that in 1955 the communes were reorganized in Yugo

slavia and their number was reduced to less than one fourth of their.original

total to make them economically stronger and fit to assume wi.der responsibi

lities. This process has continued until there are now only 581 communes,

less than a half of what there were in 1955. In India the village Panchayats

were likewise too small to become the basic political and primary planning

units, in spite of the fact that, with their ties of neighbourhood, common

needs, identity of interest and sense of mutual obligation, they seemed

ideally suited to play such a role.



Questions of viability stopped in with the result that tho "blocks, covering

an average' population of 66sOOO people and an area of about 250 sq< uilos

(647 so. Kms)? wore established as tho standard units -within each District

for the purpose of administering the development programme. Hitherto the

alministrative unit for nest purposes had1 been the District covering an

area of 3000 to 4000 square niles. While these figures represent an average.;

taere aro inevitably units which vary enormously in size depending'on geogra

phical situation and their inherited traditional and administrative bounda

ries. ■ Thus some Panchayat Samitis at tho block level have over 150,000'

people and others less than 155OOO while the Zila Parishads have between

'63,000 and three million inhabitants- The Zila Parishad of Aurangabad in

Maharashtra, for example, which the group visited, covers a population of

1,500,000, neets once a quarter , has 64 members a: -1 abudget of 15-^ million

rupees. The Chairman tries to keep in touch with the work of his Block

Councils by holding regular monthly meetings with their presidents and by

travelling. One of these larger Panchayat Sanitis, th: 31c > <v-"r'i of

Silled, in M' aaraHhtra, which w '-ilso vi^it \. coders a" arv\ 'of I '_' aq....

miles- (1515 "q.. Km?.,)- anti kas " population of 1423673? representing 243

psrsons to the sq. mile (94 persons per sq. Km.), a little less than the

average for this type of unit in India. The corresponding figure in Yugo

slavia for the average commune is about 192 persons to the sq^ mile (74

psrsons per sq. Km.)

2.19« In most African countries the density of population to the square

mile is far less than in India or Yugoslavia and the majority of the popu

lation ia either rural or nomadic. As the needs everywhere are great,1 demands

are many/ available resources are limited and priorities have to be fixed,

t.ie question which has to bo decided is which unit of local government is

bast suited to increasing output and furthering the purposes of the

country's development programme. In dealing with the primary unit for

planning one has to assess the resources) both technical and financial,

available at each level. Clearly, the less tiers or less levels there are,

the less difficult this problem is to solveo While the reasons for having

a three-tier system in a heavily populated country like India are readily

understandable, there would be little justification for having a system

so elaborate or expensive in Africa-

—--1-
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Throe tiers arc too many and if the lower councils arc subordinated to

tho higher ones tho members of the former rapidly lose interest.

2,20., The "basic lessons to "bo learned from both Yugoslavia and India

aro that tho people who benefit from development programmes must be able

to participate actively in their formulation and execution* For this,

especially uhon the population is small, one, or at most a two-tier system

is best, with as many functions as possible allocated to the primary unit

and less to the higher tier. It avoids the splitting of services.* the

dissipation of scant financial resources, the dilution of trained staff?

overlapping and bureaucratic delays. It seems that every African country

must go through this process, as Yugoslavia and India have done^ of searching

for' the basic political and socio-economic unit best adapted to its needs,

not too large and unwieldyto be remote from the people it is meant to serve

and yet large enough to be able to make a real contribution both to its

own and to the national development programme. For the reasons stated above

we envisage !;"uch a unit; in Africa, covering generally a larger-area than

the commune in Yugoslavia or the Panchayat Samiti (block council) in India.

On the other hand, account must be taken of "■ ast differences, between one

African cour_:-.r;y and the next depending on geography/ communications, even

the incidence of rainfall, as some areas can be isolated or made inaccessible

for months at a time. Again, it is recognised that financial resources

and qualified staff are often woefully inadequate; particularly in the first

years after independence,, and preservation of the country!s newly won

independence and unity nay be initially the dominant preoccupation.

Yet a start has to be made sometime and even if centralized administra

tion is inevitable until the country begins to move forward on an evexi-keel,

the need for early research, experimentation and preparation in the rield

of decentralisation should not be lost sight of. Such preparation would

include the training of personnel.

Rural and Urban Areas.

2.21. One of th^ most interesting developments which we observed in

Yugoslavia was the virtual disappearance of the distinction between .the

rural and the urban areas. The local government organization there makes

hardly any difference between the two.
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As a rule, a commune represents an urban settlement and those rural

surroundings which have some economic connexion or relationship with it.

For example, one of the communes we visited in Zagreb (iledvescak) consists

partly of city blocks and partly of a residential area stretching out to

the surrounding hills. From the local government point of view town and

country have been merged together so that today there are only communes,

ae the basic political and economic units, and districts embracing groups

of communes. Of course, this does not preclude special arrangements being

msde for the big cities. In Zagreb nine suburban communes within the city

proper have given up some of their rights to the City Assembly - although

this does not exclude them from taking part in the solution of problems

specially affecting their own welfare. Amon^ other services, the City

Assembly co-ordinates transport, town planning, higher education, industrial

planning and public services. The money for running the activities of the

City Assembly is allocated by the communes themselves. The allocation is

based on the estimated-income of the commune and the known cost of services

to be provided by the City.

2.22. The Yugoslavs have pursued also a vigorous policy of decentra-

lr.eing their industry, of siting it away from the towns in the rural areas,

and this, in turn, has led to a process of de-urbanization. We are of the

opinion that such a policy, if pursued with foresight and determination by

African Governments, has much to commend ia and could well be of value in

reversing the drift to the towns which leads eventually to overcrowding,

unemployment and crime.

2.23. Apart from this recommendation we have doubts over the practicabi

lity of abolishing too hastily the distinction between town and country in

African local government systems. It is felt that a joint committoe formed

from members of a municipal body and the adjoining rural councils - the

system which we found is followed in India - offers the most suitable

solution.

The rowers and Functions of Local Government in Economic Planning and Development

2.24. The basic local government unit must have adequate powers enabling

it to cover a wide range of social and economic services and should not be

confined to the traditional services provided by the centralized administra

tions of the past. Both in Yugoslavia and India the basic unit of local

government is intended to be an integral part of the development machine

and to take a positive and active part in the planning and execution of

development projects.
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We rind the commune in Yugoslavia responsible for planning and executing

housing programmes, for public services"such as water supply, sewage,

street cleaning, public transport, primary and secondary education,

development of cultural institutions such as music and art academies,

libraries, adult education centres, hospitals, clinics, public health

centres, dispensaries, physical education, sports and recreational facili

ties, 3ut the most important'role of the commune is in fact related to the

economic development of its area. Its first function is to prepare the

ground for industrialisation by providing adequate .power and water supplies,

communal services and favourable conditions for attracting manpower, e.g.

apartments, medical facilities and general and technical training, An

endeavour is made to have the statute of every commune reflect, even at the

very beginning when it first comes into being, its level of economic

advancement, its "basic potentialities and the. general direction and

perspectives of its future development..

2.25. Since the- economic enterprises in Yugoslavia are independent

and manage their own affairs through workers1 councils, the commune does

not interfere with or Impose decisions on them, other, than in obvious cases

of mismanagement-. The economic plan of the commune is designed- to assist

the economic enterprises to perceive, their targets and to use their resources

in the most efficient manner possible; it establishes the distribution

and structure of investments in the commune and fixes the necessary relation

ships between the available funds and individual categories of consumption.

It is also amon^ its functions to guarantee loans which economic enterprises

in the area may seek from the bank and to help such enterprises if they are

temporarily in difficulties. The communal plan serves as a link between

the individual plans of the various economic organizations and the institutions

engaged in the field of public services.

2.26, In India the important role which local government jlays in

economic development has been fully recognised since the inception of the

Second Five-Year ?lanD As we have seen, one of the most significant factors

that has emerged in the new system of Panchayati Raj is that the Blocks have

been given wide powers in the sphere of agriculture covering, for example,

selection and distribution of seed and fertilisers, improved agricultural

practices, provision of local agricultural finance with the assistance of the

Government and the .co-operative banks, minor irrigation works, improvement of

cattle, sheep and poultry, and so on.
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They have also '^^ y\';-;>n responsibility for the placing of smll scale

industries and cottage industries in village aroac with ■''"". ^

developing i« a parallel mr/vscc:.-; to take a share in the growing economy*

2,27. It will be ^ggq from the ±"orcgoi:i^ that the "basic units of leer,:,

government in both Yugoslrr.-ls, ana India axo conceived an eff-, -t.i^ 3 organs

01 social '-\iv± eco;.:o;iic aava^ceaoaU In Africa, the need for local government

to play a ciuilar role in the economic field, in addition to its traditional

rdls in the provision of eccial and administrative s^raooa, cannot bo

overemphasised, Tlierjforo} v;e recommend strongly that bLs cone; L-.tuition

of local £cverr.r\j:.t urvt* ^houj.d provide for "^rai and specific furjctloris

in the fioio. of cc.'.'".-c:i..1,vJ dfv'uioj.™ . ;.t; not only ±i: iac inuug-al planb of

oLtj cita"ie &£ a. v;hoJ.y ^ oai a.!,^o in thc.iL.u- own G^.aux ^^ c>±: ivurk iraej ■c-"i"er and

v^herevir ~hp financial situation so perRltt;. Moreo'vor, tiie rights cna

duties of «jVt\y v.rdt :.n snj pai^icular ophere cf activity, vho !,::er i'1"

is routin.' :i;ir ^nano'i -.f c-^rviceri or developmsnt, should be made clea:?

and piocic- boyo^a a, 1 f.Ls;u;s wo :-,hat responsibilitic;: luay not b^con ■

blurred.

2,23, ._'.t is th? tc.idor.cT in sozre African countries to assign wide
■■SI"

and varied, fv.iiot: rn^ to local ^overnmdnt bodies, but with such mea^fb

financial rcHov/roe:-: that they are quite unabJ.s to disohargn their responsi

bilities.. Ci. th3 oil.or as ■i.l? vro foel that -\,hzre iu no poscibilitys without

basic cliar_^£: i,: t/13 political; social and joc^o^ic structure of African

countries ?.;■ - uho'-, of tt.-. .^otoin of finanoin^ ivhich p?,rtai^r in the

Yugoslav '-■riE-iuu..-' *.^-.1\:-.i- ./;:od.ic-;d ir.^o African local ^uvsrnment. A:, a

result of al-vort .?o-"~lo+ c^nt-cl by the 3tat,, O7,r the entire economy, it

is possible there to ail );alc +0 th'j co:amunec ; ^'t r*rrn. onir.plc:c sources

of revonv.c; ^o-^ of the j ■ '/xu\^s are exclurivo ::;.■; lo ofciora are shared

with the Uisf_-. o".;; K- p^V ■; 3<3 and tho federal ^jvo;-;^;:'-. The exclusive

source? of reve-'.vo a:?a -;rie.' and numerous and iik-lude ^.aros on the perconal

to tho bv.d^ei ba-j.^1 on the ^rGonal incomes of employed ^si-eorn, coi

turn~ovr,r ta:,c on rs^r-il -/■-.da, contributions "''"roiri the iucone of coir-mercial

organj.z3,tjc-..;; :.\>'^z\i tan : i tr-x- tax on the utilization of h^red labour

and oxLl.i rrr.iro-in of incci .■ -;-n the basis of lavrs naoe bv the G'jTPur.3«,
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•iQ need only draw attention here to the powers given to the communes to ,

introduce new taxes and tap new sources of revenue by legislating accordingly,

i/e think that txhis system is adaptable to African local government, subject

to safeguards and limits prescribed by the central Government to ensure that

the burden of taxation is not distributed unfairly.

2.29. By contrasts the Indian system does not provide its local

government units with so much scope for financial independence, although

there are variations from State to otate. The local field of revenue

does, however, include some taxes and fees which are not common elsewhere;

for example, some of the following might be considered for adaptation in

Africas-

(1) House-tax

(2) Profession tax

(3) Duty on transfer of property

(4) Vehicle tax

(5) Tax on agricultural land

(6) Pilgrim tax

(7) Tax on fairs, festivals and entertainments

(8) Sanitary tax

(9) drainage tax

(10) Lightino tax

(11) Tax on ferries

(12) V/ater tax

(13) Timber tax t

(14) Tax on animals brought for sale

(15) Octroi (charge on goods sent out of the jurisdiction of the
local government unit.).

(16) Land cess

(17) Tax on commercial crops

(18) Tax on fisheries

(19) Tax on cultivable land lying fallow

(20) Labour tax

(21) Surcharge on amusement and entertainment tax

(22) Tax on sale of produce
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(23) A.g:j i ■- -rtttlo trespass (cattle pounds)

(24) Fees for commercial crops bought and sold in the village

(25) Fees for the registration of animals "brought for sale

(26) Fees on goods exposed for sale in markets

(27) Fees on cart stands

(28) Fees on bus stands

(29) Fees for the collection of hides and skins

(30) Licence fees for starting tea stalls, restaurants etc.

(31) Fees for application for construction of 'buildings

(32) Fees for the use of slaughter houses

(33) Licence fees on brokers,, commission agents etc.

(34) Fees for registration of vehicles

(35) Fees for the issue of licences and permission for establishment
of factories

(36) Licence fees for theatres .

(37) Tolls on new bridges

(38) Fee.s for the erection of temporary construction in public places

(39) Fees for the occupation of village sites.

2.30o Je cannot stress too strongly the importance of assigning

r.ndependenl =nd adequate financial resources to local government units in

Africa and we recommend that those should be sufficient to meet the greater

;jart, if not the whole? of their expenditure. It is only through this

financial independence that local government units will be able to exercise

a full measure of responsibility in the carrying out of their functions,

otherwise they will be treated in practice as instruments or agents of the

central bureaucratic administration and not as real self-governing institu

tions of the people. In India the State meets about 70^ of the expenditure

of local government bodies in the form of grants. In our view this method

is wrong. Local government bodies should be ^iven adequate sources of re

venue to enable them to meet at least 75yi of their budgetary expenses in

cluding provision for minor projects. It is the balance which should be

met from government giants.

Government and the People

2,31. Both in Yugoslavia and India local government is conceived as

s.n instrument for the 0^^+^ 0-p the widest possible participation of the

people in the good government and development of their countries.
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In Yugoslavia no distinction is made between local self—government and

state authority;, they merge into one another and it is not possible to

define where the role of local government ends or where central responsi

bility starts* Local self-government is in no sense an independent system

set apart from the system of state organs or a collection of local units

responsible only for the business delegated to them by the higher echelons.

Self-government in the Yugoslav community is more than that;, it is the basis

on which rest3 and from which emanate? all the other territorially broader,

but not hierarchically superior organs, all the way up to the central govern

ment at Federal level. In India Panchayati Raj aims also to develop the

country through active participation of the people in a system of .democratic

decentralisation,, The village council. composed of elected representatives

makes plans for the promotion of health measures; educational advancement,

and social, economic and cultural well-being. -At the very base of the

democratic structure is the Gram Sabha or general meeting of the whole local

electorate which may be described as a form of direct democracy. In most of

the States the Gram Sabha generally holds.two meetings a year. In the first

meeting the planss programmes and estimates of works to be undertaken by the

village council are explained to the people and when their views have been

ascertained;, they are considered by the village council at its next meeting.

At the second meetino of the Gram Sabha the progress of the plans being

undertaken by the council is reviewed before the peoples reasons for not

completing works are explained and any failings in popular participation

or shortfalls in voluntary contributions are brought to their notice, so

that the community as a whole can take a positive part in the fulfilment

of its targets.

2.32. To bring home the meaning of local government to the people in

India and to make it more intimate to the ordinary man, indigenous names

of ancient or traditional, organisations have been given to the modern units

of local government introduced in the last few years.. Thus we find such .

names as "Panchayat" used for the village council and "Sarpanch" for the

elected President of such a council? the Block Council is called the

"Panchayat Samiti" and its chairman is the "Pradhan11 while the District

Council is known as the "bila Parishad"5 and so on. lie suggest that

African countries may find this device useful to evoke the responsiveness

of their people to the meaning and purposes of local government.
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2.33. From our observations in India and Yugoslavia it seems to us

that the first task of many African countries is to bridge the gap between

'people1 and 'government1. This gap, which in most cases was inherited

by national governments after independence, is usually explained by the

fact that the colonial governments of the past were remote from the people.

As the existence of such a gap is detrimental to any prospect of achieving

:?eal and substantial progress politicallyjSocially or economically, we

consider that no national government can overlook the necessity of re

organizing its local government in such a way that the people feel they

have a definite and worthwhile role to play in the task of developing

-heir country. To this end as many of them as possible must be given

increased opportunities and responsibilities for managing their common

e-ffairs in the widest possible field. Any over-cautious approach is more

jikely to defeat th^n to advance this purpose, lie have seen how in

Yugoslavia the principles of decentralization and self-government have

teen applied not only in the political, but also in the economic and

social fieldsj and with great thoroughness. This comprehensiveness

and. thoroughness of approach, the Yugoslavs claim, is the main reason

for their success.

2.34- Earlier in this Section we have stressed the need for careful

preparation because the so-called "transfer of power'1 to the people cannot

be brought about overnight by passing local government legislation. It

has to be ushered in often by a real change in political, social and

economic relationships which have to be properly interrelated and balanced

sd that the people's interest is fully roused and harnessed to build up

tne new community in all three fields.

2.35- In.Yugoslavia the problem of giving the people the fullest

participation in Government and keeping up their enthusiasm and interest

ii3 handled in many ways. The new Constitution depicts man as a free

producer, in the centre of a state and society which are subordinate to

his interests. In keeping with this concept the Constitution gives a

prominent part to democratic associations of citizens, chiefly the Socialist

Alliance of the Working People and the League of Communists, which are

regarded as the pillars and conscious ^uidin& forces in the
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development of Yugoslav eocioty and the most important political mainstays

of the system of social self-government. ■

2,36. The Socialist Alliance has six -to seven million members and is

divided into sections, Any member can .join the section of his choice.

The task of the League of C- -ironists is mainly an ideological one? in its

work it is activated by the principle of persuasion since League members

enjoy no special rights or privileges. In addition to these organizations

there are the trade unions which fulfil basically an educational task and

are very active in the fight against selfishness, bureaucratization and un

democratic practices in the field of self-government. Another organisations

is the Youth Movement, in which membership is open to any youth between '

the ages of 15 and 25, and having as its main task the promotion of socialist

education among young people and arousing their interest, as the nation's

future generation of citizens, in running their own affairs. While all

these organizations act &f safety valves by creating opportunities for free

expression.of^different opinions on important questions, their influence is

indirectly a centralizing one, For example; coordination of policy and

arbitration in the case of any dispute "between communes are achieved in a

general meeting of the Socialist Alliance with representatives of all the

communes concerned. The activities of the Alliance iron out possible

inequalities between communes, its vigilance ensures that arbitration or

selfish actions are minimal and that evexj one generally keeps in step.

Thus the political unity of the State is maintained in spite of a radical

decentralization of management end. control and this minimize':, the fear of

disintegration. The processes of e.:.; mi. :■.■;; the common man in all aspects

of an intensive socio-political life have been developed very consciously

and earnestly in Yugoslavia with a view to ensuring the perpetuity of

the system and its progressive, democratic evolution.

2.37. Furthermore, all the povrer5 unless otherwise enumerated in the

Constitution, is vested in the commune; the District, Republics and the

Federation exercise only those powers" established by the Constitution cr

law. To circulate membership of the commune among the largest possible

number of citizens and to prevent professionalism and the growth of political

bureaucracy, restrictions have been imposed on the re-elecbion and re-

appointment of persons to all important posts. Accordingly, no person
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'can occupy the same post in succession for longer than one term of

four years. Again, every second year one half of the members of all assem

blies' is renewed. This constant change, in spite of the expense involved.-,

has the advantage of giving political' education to a larger number of

people and of regularly introducing fresh blood at all levels of go

vernment. The system also provides for recall of councillors by the voters

if they do not work to the people's satisfaction.

2.'38-" The mrihagetoent of institutions of public utility by the

beneficiaries is another feature of the Yugoslav system which evokes the

enthusiasm and interest of the local population. It affords a large percen

tage of them with the opportunity for particpating in activities which

directly concern and vitally affect their well-being. Hear Belgrade

the ^;roup had a'meeting with the members of a Primary School Board. This

Board had 12 members plus the Director of the school and meets at monthly

or two-monthly intervals. We were told that one third of the members ,is

appointed by the commune assembly, one third is elected directly by the

citizens and one third is elected by the teachers. The Board manages the

school within the framework of the general educational policy laid down

by the Federation and the Republic; :it draws up and administers the school's

budg,3tsfor which the money is allocated-in a lump sum: by the commune, and

is responsible for staff matters and-the- appointment of new teachers.

Ne recommend that the principle of beneficiaries managing educational

and other institutions should be further studied and adapted in developing

African countries as it has the merit of providing another healthy outlet

for people to participate in running their own affairs and of training ■

them to shoulder greater responsibilities.

2.39. Voters' meetings and the use of the referendum must also be

mentioned. The voters' meeting or meeting of the whole electorate is the

mos1 direct form of the common participation of all the citizens in the

activities of their commune assembly and of exercising influence on its.

work and decisions. They are independent general political meetings of the

citizens in a residential area to consider all matters of direct concern

to ^he development of the commune and the way of life of the people in it.
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These voters' meetings are convened on the decision of the assembly

or at the request of the voters themselves. At these meetings the voters

are primarily concerned with hearing reports on the work of the assembly,

which are submitted to them at least once a yeax, and they are especially

interested also in the proposed annual economic development plans for their

area and details of the annual budget. Similarly,■voters' meetings may

demand that workers' councils and other organs of social self-government

in the commune give them information about questions of general interest,

e.g. the work of supply enterprises, public transport services? health

centres,1 schools, etc. The second form of direct expression of opinion

of the citizens is the referendum which may be called by an assembly,

on its own initiative or at the request of one-fifth:of■the voters, in the

commune's area of jurisdiction. A referendum is held to enable the people

to decide on questions of importance to them- and to. their residential

area or commune, to confirm decisions already approved by the commune

assembly or to make their attitude known in advance on matters of special

or general interest which the assembly intends to consider. In our view

the referendum as used in the Yugoslav system and the general meetings of

voters as found in both Yugoslavia and India could be adapted to advantage

in African systems of local government. ... ■ .

2.40.' One of the features in the Indian local.government system which

has already been mentioned is that whereby seats are reserved in local

government units at different levels for certain categories of citizens,

such as women and members of scheduled castes and tribes who might not

otherwise be represented. Although most African governments have shown

themselves unwilling to reserve seats for any special category of citizens,

the team feels that the system can be useful in helping to integrate, for

example, backward tribes, nomads and, where applicable, women, in the proces

ses of social and economic planning.

2.41. Unless precautions are taken, whether in a one-party or multi

party state, power tends? after a long period in office, to concentrate in

the hands of self-seeking politicians or bureaucrats, which in either case

may lead to inefficiency, corruption and public apathy or disgust.
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The safeguards in Yugoslavia against this' are' embodied in provisions

that the term of office, for all assemblies is four years and that half the

members change every two years and that no one may be elected to

a representative body twice-in succession. In India there is as yet no

rsimilar provison., the argument .against it being that trained or expe

rienced councillors, especially at the country's present stage of de

velopment, are badly needed and that safeguards against professionalism

and corruption are maintained by the vigilance of party members in the

j:anchayats and by continous inspection and supervision by Central Government

personnel. The team is of the opinion that the Yugoslav system, desi

gned to prevent political bureaucratization, is obviously more relevant

1io a one-party state than the system pertaining in India. In African

countries similar considerations might apply. However, the team is in

favour of a system whereby the work of all local government bodies is made

continous through a proportion of the members retiring in rotation after a

fixed number of years. This is the way to promote the growth of leader

ship at the local level, to prevent the emergence of privileged groups and

■to ensure democratic and regular renewal of the organs of power at all

levels.

Co-option of MP's in Local Government Bodies.

2.42, A feature of the Indiam system which is somewhat controversial

is the inclusion of local Members of Parliament and of the States Legi

slative Assemblies in the membership of the Block Councils and District

Councils. In the Panchayat Samitis MP's and LILA's, representing the consti

tuencies of which these Block Councils form part, are ez-officio members,

generally without voting rights. Although they are regularly invited to

every meeting, they are regarded as advisory and guiding members only.

In the case of the District Councils there are two States where MP's

and MLA's have no voting rights. Elsewhere, however, they have the

right to vote though are not allowed to be elected chairmen of Panchayat

committees or other bodies, While it has been argued that the co-option

of MP!s and LiLA's on these bodies, because of their special prestige and

irflu&nce, may result in frustration of the locally elected members,

tieir presence, on the other hand, does forge a useful link between the

lscal bodies and the State Legislatures and also places at the disposal
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of the local "bodies thei* «-xp9ri©noe gained in the higher echelons of

a democratic Government. Moreover, the system undoubtedly helps the

WP or :JLA himself to be better acquainted with local views and thus to

be able to serve his constituents more effectively in Parliament.

2,43. The team felt, on balance, that the -co-option of MP's and

MLA's to local government bodies has, in Africa, also, much to commend

it.
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III. CONTROL, ASSISTANCE AND SUPERVISION

Characteristics of the Different Systems of Control and Sir^e-rvi si on

in Yugoslavia and T .'.ia.

3ii. In order that local authorities may develop and function

effectively with a sufficient measure of uniformity it is necessary for them

i-o carry out their functions within a framework provided "by the State.

Such a framework determines the extent to which the state can exercise

control, give assistance and effect necessary supervision. In Yugoslavia

the commune derives its powers from the Constitution and such powers make

it a comprehensive entity with full authority to carry out whatever is

legally within its competency. The control exercised by either the

Republic or Federal authorities is confined simply to checking on the

consistency and legality of the commune's actions? it does not include

the right to assess their suitability. Thus the local bodies, within

■their competencies, are independent and the higher state organs do not

lave any hierarchical supremacy over them. The executive and administrative

organs of the commune assembly are responsible to it alone. Objection to

sny of its actions on the grounds that they run contrary to the provisions

cf the law are referred to a Constitutional Court. The position is summed

u.p in the Constitution as follows:- "The mutual relationship of the

Federal, Republican, District and Communal organs of administration shall

not be founded on a hierarchical and mandatory relationship but on mutual

rights and duties established by law and their relationship shall be

"based more on free and correctly conceived cooperation, exchange of

experience and specialist services than on their respective formal rights and

lowers". It is by virtue of this principle that the communes and

Uistricts consider the organs of central government as their technical

helpers who? through various forms of technical assistance, make it easier

for them to organise their administrative work in a better and more effec

tive manner. These higher organs give guidance and advice, but not

orders. This does not mean, however, that the lower bodies are altogether

free to ignore such advice if they choose to do so. For instance, a

Republic may refuse to give guarantees to communes or other bodies which
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consistently disregard its advice or deviate from national-policy.

Such refusal could constitute an effective sanction.

3.2. In India the relative control by higher authorities is more

pronounced. Fox example, law and order, revenue and judicial administration

are controlled by State field agencies and remain completely outside the

competencies of the local authorities. (in Yugoslavia even the police

operate under the command of the president of the commune while the Judges

at the lowest level are appointed by the commune assembly and can be

dismissed by the same body). In a few States we have already noted that

the Zila Parishad (District Council) makes the Panchayat Samitis (Block

Councils) its executive authorities and implementing agencies and that

these latter authorities supervise the Gram Panchayats at the village level.

In other States, however, the Sila Parishads have not been assigned any

executive functions, but act principally as co-ordinating, planning and

advisory bodies, examining the budgets of their Panchayat Saraitis, conso

lidating their plans and programmes and serving as a link between local,

bodies and the State. The activities of the State Governments themselves

in their relationships with the local authorities may be broadly defined

as follows;-

(i) general administrative guidance £

(ii) technical assistance^

(iii) assistance in the field of personnel and training;

(iv) financial help and

(v) the correction of errors, excesses or nefflifr?no9 to which local

authorities are susceptible due to inexperience, over-enthusiasm

or local faction.

3.3. In India the State exercises its right of control also through

close association of state officials with the local authorities right down

to the village level workers. The principle of joint responsibility and

team work in regard to the total task of development has been established

at all levels. At the District and Block levels the senior field staff

of the technical departments have been brought in as advisers and are

required to attend meetings of the Zila Parishads and Panchayat Samitis.
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The technical staff for extension work in the "blocks has been placed

under the chief executive officer (Block Development officer)- of. the ..

Saraiti administratively and implements the decisions of this local

authority. Generally officials ensure that the programmes and policies

of the local bodies are carried out effectively and only interfere when the

latter act contrary to the law. These latter powers are usually exerci

sed by the- Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner or Collector? in the case of

the higher tiers of the local authorities^ and "by the Deputy Collector in

the case of the lowest tier,

3»4- The team considers that the system of restricting supervision

to the principle of the "observance of legality11, as practised in Yugoslavia5

can he emula-ted with advantage "by those African countries which have rea

ched an advanced stage of -local self-government. Sven under conditions

where it may he difficult to implement such a system fully, we are

convinced that the idea of issuing instructions has to be replaced imme

diately by that of giving advice and guidance. In African countries '

which have not reached an advanced stage of decentralization the system

of control through, the attachment of Government officials to local bodies

can also be made to work, as it does in India., without smothering local

autonomy; although this danger always exists. In our view the aim

should be to gradually relax control by the higher local authorities over

the lower if the initiative 'and self-confidence of the latter are to have

the fullest scope for growth. Whatever control has to be exerci'sed by the

higher authorities must be within well-defined limits and mainly to help

and guide the lower authorities. The principle should prevail that the

higher echelons exercise supervision by virtue of the prestige which their

members have acquired as "elderinen", with intimate knowledge of local con

ditions or because of the superior experience and higher technical and admi

nistrative skills at their disposal- In the team's view all African'countries

should strive eventually to adapt to their needs the system pertaining in

Yugoslavia which is based on mutual rights and duties and close collabora

tion. Nevertheless, they should retain the right to suspend, supersede or

"dissolve any local authority which' abuses its powers - a right, needless to

say,'which should only be used in extreme cases*
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Financial Control

3.5. The communes in Yugoslavia derive their revenue mainly from

two sources, vizs contributions from the economic organizations and

taxes on the personal incomes of their citizens, and the Republic or

the Federation do not give subsidies as a general rule except in cases

of the under-developed communes and where a joint venture, e.g. the set

ting up of an institution for delinquent children, is undertaken by them.

The commune is independent in establishing its income and in disposing

of it ■7ithin the framework of its legally prescribed sources and types of

income. The budget of the commune is approved by the communal assembly

and is not subject to the approval of any higher authority.

3.6. In India, as we have already noted, the local bodies receive

grants from the Government which form the bulk of their revenue. The

powers of direct taxation by the local authorities are limited partly

because of low agricultural,productivity and partly because of the unwilling

ness of elected councillors to assume responsibility... The budget of a

village Panchayat has .to be sanctioned by the Block Council while the

budget, of the Block Council is sent to the. District Council for suggestions

and-comments only. The Block Council can follow or .reject this .advice.

Generally, Government control is only exercised when there is misuse of

funds or the wrong direction, of priorities.

3.7. In Yugoslavia the fiancial_inspectorate is entrusted to a

special social, accountancy service organised within the National .Bank.

This service controls and inspects the legality of the monetary operations

of all the bodies which are entitled to manage social funds. It is

responsible directly to the Federal Assembly. In India each State Government

is responsible for the accounts in its area and inspects the books and

accounting operations of the village Panchayats once every year.

However, the accounts of .all bodies may be test-checked at any time by

Union (i.e. Government of India) auditors.

3.8. These methods of budgetary control and control through the

grant system which obtaiji in most.African countries as well as in India,

create a feeling of dependence and are not conducive to the healthy
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development of local authorities. The team is of the opinion that

they should be■assigned adequate taxing powers to raise their own

revenue and thus be enabled to live on their own if they choose. Even

though taxation is everywhere an urapleasant task., this method is undoub

tedly preferable to relying on grants. We consider? therefore9 that when

i-he Government transfers functions to local authorities it should also

transfer taxes to them which they should impose and collect themselves in

order to infuse the sense of financial responsibility which makes local

autonomy more meaningful <> Central assistance in the field of finance

should also include assistance in tax administration, accounting, and the

regular auditing of the accounts of local authorities, to assess not merely

vhe reliability of their book-keeping but also the standards of their

performance,

^Development Loans to Local Authorities

3-9*- Democratic decentralization in many African countries has all

sJong been confined to devolving authority to local bodies in matters

essentially of a political or social nature. This process, although

c.esirable and necessary-, does not afford opportunities to these local bodies

to partake fully in the eradication of poverty, disease and ignorance among

the masses and thus to raise the latter's standard of living. In Yugo

slavia the process of democratic decentralization has been successfully

"blended with economic decentralization making the commune an instrument

for a fuller and speedier economic development. In addition to the reve-

r.ue which the commune derives from the contributions of the economic

enterprises and from personal taxation for social services^ it has a

communal bank of which it is a share-holder and from which it obtains

loans for economic development. One such bank may cover several

communes. Solvency is established by the economic enterprises which

the bank covers and by the communes themselves. The managerial board is

appointed by the communal assemblies and by the managerial organs of

enterprises operating in the communes'territory. Loans made from the

3-eserves of these banks are granted on long terms of repayment and at a

low rate of interest In addition to these facilities a commune may some

times receive special grants from the Federal authorities or Republic
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for programmes of high priority. The General Investment Fund, for example,

invites tenders for the granting of credits needed for carrying out certain

economic undertakings. Communal investment funds are used to take part in

competing for the sanction of such credits with the proviso that these will

"be used to finance one part of the project. Credits are granted after a

careful analysis of economic conditions;, availability of labour;, etc.

Naturally the Fund and the banks tend, to favour those industrial enterprises

which are most badly needed, e.g. the construction of a steel plant. The

granting of credits in this way enables the pattern of production to be

carefully planned..

3.10. In India we have seen that the local authorities are almost

exclusively dependent on loans made by the State Governments for developmental

or other public worlcs involving expenditure. Unfortunately, experience has

shown that the loan resources available are generally quite inadequate for

the many agricultural, industrial and commercial undertakings of a local

nature which the local authorities have the capacity and talent to carry out.

However, a Study Team which recently examined Panchayati Raj finances in

India has recommended the setting up in each State of a Panchayati Raj

Finance Corporation to make loans to local government bodies for public

utility undertakings and general development works. A similar problem

exists in most African countries where the Governments cannot afford to

grant adequate loans to their local authorities for the agricultural or

industrial undertakings which they need. The team considers? therefore,

that the Yugoslav communal banks offer a useful example of a system that

might be adapted in Africa to deal with this problem. The mechanics of

establishing such a bank do not seem as insuperable as might "be imagined.

The initial capital might be obtained from the following sourcess-

(a) The investment funds of local bodies the limits or extent of

which are determined by the State

(b) Government contributions

(c) The reserves of co-operative organizations, scheduled banks,

insurance companies and other financial institutions operating

in the country.
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SSSh every co™ in Xu.oslav.a has ite own economic Jan,
J, a!eo a .ederal PLnnin. Board appointed hy the federal—
Council. .Us Board .iret uxa« uP a tentative econo.c plan fo tn

country in which it sets out the broad outlines of the pro0ects c

to the different organs of Oove^ent, inoXudin, the co^une. f^
o^eervatione and counts ,.for. „, —H. presented to h. ,e r

i A+ the Ite-oublic and commune levels there are plannin

the 7eaeral plan.

at the Hn.on (FederaX) W of wh.ch thea PXannin, Co^.^on at the ( ^
■^.ter is Chai^an and which ie responeiole, not to an, «nx ,, u

t, the whole Cabinet. It is hoped that in the course ox tx-e ^ ullage

Panchayats will heoo.e the .eans of lining the people ^tn v,lla,e
-, no* in +urn will he consolidated by Oie

production plan proposals, which m turn
+ ^ 1T-i+h their own proposals, and through

rovncils and incorporated with tn^ir oau ^^

:
10tn in India and elsewhere, that plans issued fro- the top a,e rarel,

,ldopted auto-atioalXy oy people in the villa.es. Looa! plannxn t ^e
..uccessfuX, ,ust intent, the efforts of the -people w.thtnose o he

.w*nt agencies. It .ust, while eatiefyinfi local needs,

L the fulfilment of national priorities. In the team's vxev these

co^rehensive prooee.ee of economic plannin. in which cental .o—t
agencies collaborate closely with the local authoritxes ensure that he

rlds of the whole country are hrou.ht Prcperly into focus and promote

a healthy and systematic development.

. Training is the key-stone of democratic decentralisation.
tining pro

^2. Traig
Yuboslavia and India have ooth intensive and continuous training

for officials and non-officials concerned in the admxnistrat.on of

■overrent. The suhoects tausht are intended to 6ive the part.c.pan s no.

:I the knowledge necessary to ma.e these hod.es function effectively out
^ a e,iHt Train-in,-" in Yugoslavia is organised,

also the right approach and spirit. irain-.nto

through various institutions;-
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(a) The Federal Institute of Public Administration plays a major

role in the sphere of training, publishing and technical assistance.

Although it does not participate directly in general training,

it organizes courses and seminars for teachers employed in training;

prepares curricula and arranges, -.rhon required;, special courses

for top-level officials. Some of its principal functions may

be summarised as follows:-

(i) Pie search on a practical level

(ii) Preparation of curricula and advice on plannir - o;7

training courses.

(ii? Trainin^ of lecturers in organization and methods

(i,v) Studies of materials _.nd equipment„ This "branch also

publishes price lists3 and gives advice on office

furniture and equipment and on the ccuctruction of new

administrative buildings,

(v) Office machinery demonstration centres (there are now 8

in the whole of Yugoslavia)

(vi) Technical libraries

(vii) Organization of seminars and courses* e.g. on uniform

administrative procedures

(viii) Monthly publications including preparation of handbookc

and manuals which are sent to all local organs free of

charge. These are to assist local authority officials

and non-officials in various aspects of their work. tfe

were told that 112 had been published up to date - from

the explanation of regulations to advice on the forms

which should be used in various kinds of office activities,

(ix) Liaison with public administration institutes abroad.

Under its wing the Institute has higher schools of public administration

in the main Yugoslav cities giving a two-year college course. Their aim is

to produce, in particular, well-qualified personnel for the local organs of

self-government. Extra-curricular studies are also organised by these

schools to enable employees to extend their knowledge and sUHs. ^hese

are very important since the number of extra-mu^l students attending them

is much larger than that of the regular student;■
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There are also a number of secondary schools of public administration.

Some are run in conjunction with ordinary secondary schools or those empha-

sizing economics in their curricula.

The school at .agreb is a superior Institute of Public Administration

running a three-year course for graduate students and a >| year course

for extra-mural students. About ten administrative subjects are taught.

The graduates become secretaries of communes, heads of administrative

departments, trade union officials, etc. The annual intake is 320. About

927 students were in residence at the time of our visit.

There are other institutions also, e.,. Workers' Universities, which

provide practical and technological training for workers and administrators

at a high level.

(b) The x^ederal Secretariat for Bud&et and General Administration is

responsible for budgetary affairs, personnel matters, organiza

tion of administration and supervision of the inspectorate services.

Its relationship with the local authorities is two-fold. It

supervises the enforcement of Federal legislation at all levels

and issues supplementary interpretations and explanations of the

laws and regulations. It makes available to the communes model

by-laws and draft contract agreementts.

(c) The Federal Secretariat for National Health and Social Welfare

Policy has as its main responsibility the co-ordination of the

network of medical institutions. It also offers technical advice

and guidance to communes on town planning, municipal affairs and

housing.

3.13. In India the assistance rendered by the Union and State Govern

ments in the training of the staff and non-official members of the rural

local authorities under Panchayati Raj is very significant and extensive.

A country-wide network of training centres has been established to train

extension staffs, administrative personnel, non-official members of local

authorities and selected members of the legislatures in rural work and

community development. This large and imaginative programme of training

has been the result of the initiative of the Ministry of Community Development

and Co-operation and is largely financed by the Union Government.
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3.14. At the apex of these institutions is the National Institute fo-
. Study and Research in Community Development and Panchayati Raj at Muosoo^i-

Th1S institute is divided xnto throe sections. The first, a study section

to disseminate knowledge, organi.es orientation courses in community development
or top-level administrative and technical personnel from - _ states

(including Collectors and Commissioners) and members of Parliament and of
the State legislatures, The second section, ,-hioh is devoid to research

sponsors a nurnber of study and research projects through universities and

other training institutions. The third section trains the teach- n, staff

of the trainine centres and District Panchayat officers,

3.15. About ten Orientation, Training and Study Centres Dro-.= id= fcr
orientation, job and refresher tr^xn& for District heads c " d— ■ - ■

departments, Block development Officers, extension officers and ron~".^ Oi--, .
.such as MlA.s and Presidents of Panchayat Sa.itis. These centres p™i Je ^
opportunities - very rarely available otherwise to the :iu,i ,:• .er.onre! o"

the State oadres - to come together, know each ether and bonef^ f-OF ^-^

experience. At the tracing centre at iHlokheri in the Punjab which we "
visited there were 60 candidates taking an orientation cour.o last, n, tb^o-

weeks. On these cou,s3s 20 of the candidates are non-omOials, 20 ^ook "
Development Officer, and 20 ,... .• -, of;ioerB. ^ 0^g ^ ^ ^

tralnlng cources laoxing seven weeks, social education courses lasting

months and various other ocrses for pr,,o^la and chief instructors (thrP.
months) for extensxon offio.ers (Bis weeks) and ^^ co^ ^ ^

Village Level :forlcer3 (tvo months). These centres for joint training of
oiricials and rion-n-ff-^ c-i - " o T^,-i „!. . r o-^oi.^., «.icn alm a. st.laulatlng a Gpirit of team ^

Z 1 aro very iurraoci'/s- Thfl poJ-icy beU-^ «** - -°^ t
out and 13 carr,ed through with determination ana drive. In the State of

Hajasthan, for czanple, every elected and o.,-opt9d non-official . B obi. ged to
sub.it to at least ten days' trai^ng. He ceases to ne a ne.b.r of hxs

ranohayat authority if he does not report for such tuning after being

nominated three time,. There are other special courses for councillors

lasting three months. The cost of running these institutions and t^ng
centres has not been left to the local authorities to be borne on

-agre budgets. The Union Government . and here other central Ministries

no. only the Minify of Community Development and Co-operation, olay ar '

active role - has taken either direct responsibility or has decisive^
influenced both the pattern and content of training
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3.16. African countries have much to learn from Yugoslavia and India

in regard to the continuous assistance ^iven "by the centre to local

authorities in the sphere of training Decentralisation in Africa can be

a success only if those who participate in it, officials and non-officials,

are adequately trained and possess the requisite knowledge and spirit to

work together effectively as a team.

Bole of ljon-Govg-|"y'""an* Qrp-anigati ona

3.17. For the success of any system, it is necessary to have independent

institutions to study, conduct research and advise those who are directly

involved on the best methods of carrying out the tasks assigned to them.

;in both Yugoslavia and India the team noted that interest in local affairs

as stimulated not only by state organs, but also by outside agencies. The

roles played by the Standing Conference of Towns ana the Youth movement in

Yugoslavia and the All-India ranchayati 3aj rarishad ana the Village

olunteer iTorce in India deserve special mention.

3.18. The Standing Conference of Towns (the name is misleading because

-owns in a legal sense no longer exist) is a voluntary association of communes

and districts levying subscriptions from which the organization meets its

expenditure. Its functions are? broadly, as followss-

(i) To study the administrative problems of municipalities and communes

from the economic and social standpoint and to propose solutions

(ii) To disseminate information on administrative matters amonL the

member bodies and to organize conferences and seminars for the

exchange of ideas.

(iii) To carry out studies of current and proposed legislation affecting

the local units and to submit common proposals lor the adoption

of measures by central representative boaies.

3.19. The team considers that every developing African country could

benefit by creating an institution such as"the Standing Conference of Towns

of Yugoslavia to assist and guide its local bodies.

3.20. Among, non-official agencies in India the most important is the

All--ndia ranchayati Raj Parishad sponsored by two of India's foremost

leaders in the field of rural self-government and set up in 1958. The All-

India Panchayati Raj Parishad is a non-political and non-party association

of ranchayati Raj bodies, State Legislatures, municipal committees and similar

institutions.
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It is intended to be a common forum for Panchayati Raj institutions for

the exchange of experience and ideas on problems of local government

administration and for educating the people in making the best use of i>t,

..Its activities include research, trainino and a clearing house for information.

3.21. The Yugoslav Youth Movement operates throughout the country from

the village upwards, it is pledged to lend every assistance to the development

of the social and economic system, in raisin* ■ the. productivity-.of labour and

in achieving the targets set in the nations's economic plans. It also

participates actively in the life of the communes, in strengthening the

co-operative movement and promoting agriculture. The active and creative

political attitude which the members are encouraged to develop enables them

to collaborate effectively with the organs of local self-government and "

self-management by making their views known in conferences, seminars and

discussion groups and in influencing programmes and decisions accordingly.

The Youth Movement also helps the state organs by raising funds for meeting

specific local n.eo ^ and participating in the construction of large economic

enterprises such as roads, railways and factories. . Through its influence

enthusiasm is created for further development.

3.22, In India there is a voluntary organization known as the Village

Volunteer Force through which the people receive mass education on -the

rights and duties of citizenship, on plans for increased agricultural

production, on fire fighting and (more. recently)village defence.

3.23. There are lessons to be learned by African countries from the

significant roles played by such organizations. They demonstrate that all

the needs of a country cannot be met by the central government or its agencies

alone, but that these efforts need to be supplemented by voluntary organiza
tions of the people, themselves.

3.24, In both countries which the team visited experience has shown

similarly that the exercise of control on the management of social, economic

and political affairs cannot be undertaken effectively by the Government

alone^ it is essential■that the citizens play their part also. Attention

has already been drawn to the voters' meetings in Yu£oslavia and to similar

meetings of the Gram Sabha in India, as elements of direct democracy such

meetings act as safeguards ag-ainst the abuse of power. ihat is equally

important however, is that they promote interest and enthusiasm among the-

widest possible circle of cities. They are the grass roots of democracy.
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: IV,. .PERSONNEL ......

Officials and Non~Officials_

4.1. we have already seen in Yugoslavia that the local authorities

are aided in their work by a network of social and political organs such

as the League of Communists, the Socialist Alliance of the Working Peoples

the Youth Movement, the t:vacle unions and other similar organisations. The

function of these bodies is primarily to maintain close ideological contact

with the people and promote uniformity of thinking on the political and so

cial development of the nation. One of the by-products of this system is

that the approach of officials and non-officials to their work in the

decentralized bodies is far closer and more in harmony than is usually the

case where a multi-party system exists. Because they think along the same

lines, the division between their different functions acei:s uot vory clearly

defined and to the oirosidw oLjorver often appears completely obscure.

Officials are able and encouraged to think politically and non-officials

to acquire competency in administrative matters. "THEY" and "WE" tend

to disappear as the roles of both become merged. In addition to this,

the political organs are always on the alert to prevent the growth of

bureaucratiaation.

4-2. In India? where there is more than one political party3 the

position is different. There it is the administrative framework which

forms the principal co-ordinating mechanism within the system and the

harmonious relations of officials and non-officials depend largely on

training. The latter have to understand that they are dependent on the

officials if efficient services are to be provided and resources deployed

economically while the officials, no longer in absolute control as

formerly, have to orientate their outlook to assume the r6le of servants

and advisers. This is a change which often comes hard because they have to

move in a realm of politics much more than when they were pure administrators.

Arousing Interest of Non-Officials

4.3- As in most African countries., one of the main problems facing-

India is to arouse the masses in the rural areas from their "pathetic content

ment" and general indifference to public affairs and to develop their interest,

enthusiasm and civic responsibility for the Government's development programmes
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From India's experience 7.+. uct'.ld seop that an increase in ggoucl..1c

opportunities and "better living amenities in the villages are prerequisites

for the emergence of the right type of leadership among the rural masses.

Other problems are village factions and feuds, the ramifications of the

caste system and family ties and other sectional interests, all of which

tend to make the non-official partial in his approach when elected to

local bodies. Again, India is endeavouring to meet this situation through

intensive training programmes which include programmes of education in

civic'affairs and in local administration for elected councillors and

chairmen of local authorities. Some States like the Punjab, where the

Panchayati Raj system has "been working for only a short time 9 endeavoured

"to provide some orientation for all members before the system started and

probably more than 70$ of the non-officials in the local units have passed

through their training camps and centres.

Relationships of Senior and Junior Staff ''" '* "

4.4. In Yugoslavia the Constitution stresses the mutual relationships

of the Federal; Republican, District and Communal organs of administration

which are not based on a hierarchical system, but on mutual rights and

duties and close collaboration. Constitutionality and legality are the

basic criteria governing the principles of control and supervision exercised

by the higher level authorities over the lower. Thus the relationships

between officials working- in a commune and those, say, in a Republic organ

are based essentially on rau+ual collaboration, assistance and guidance.

There are no orders passed, no carping criticisms come "down the line".

Reports of illegal or unconstitutional actions are referred to the highest

organs of the State for decision^ we have seen, for example, that the

financial inspectorate is responsible directly to the Federal Assembly.

In India the element of control by senior officials over junior staff

is far more pronounced, though the former are increasingly aware of the

need to ensure the- collaboration of their subordinates through friendly

advice, persuasion and guidance rather than by issuing instructions.

4.5* The team was impressed by the n^oslav system as being conductive

to the elimination of friction between officials and the development of

close and healthy relationships.
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f ray Officials and Kon-Offi r-i Pi R

4.6. ie have already stressed the value of the Indian system of

organizing mixed training in which officials and non-officials take part

together. There are several Government institutions running courses of this

kind at all levels. TheJr aim is to inculcate faith in the Panchayati Saj

system generally and to stress the need for informal, close and continuous

collaboration in the planning and implementation of development programmes

at all levels. To make the system successful, the administrative and technical

personnel have to he chosen as much for their sympathy and understanding of

the problems of local democracy as for their professional competence and need

to he specially trained for their job of guidance. They have to learn the

technique of tactful persuasion and effective intevention in discussions both

within and without the council chamber and how to avoid, where this is

necessary, improper pressure from the chairman. In the Punjab specially

trained personnel are constantly visiting local authorities and providing them

wi~h field guidance on their day to day problems and activities. These per

sonnel have no coercive authority and their function is to help the local

authorities to develop into sound and efficient institutions. They have no

punitive powers and do not interfere with local autonomy.

4.7. It seems that the relationship between officials and non-officials,

based upon mutual respect for the contribution that each has to make and

upon an understanding of the role that each of them has to play, is crucial

foe the ultimate success of Panchayati Saj in India.

and TifiTmineration of Chairman and Vjca

4^8. Of interest in both countries was the special position and authority

of the Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of the decentralized bodies and also of the

Secretaries and Chief Executive officers.

4.. 9. The President of an assembly in Yugoslavia is the leading- political

personality of that body which he represents on all public and formal occasions

He has a number of special powers and functions and must be constantly aware of

the obligations assigned to the assembly by Federal and Republic laws and

other regulations. He has determined powers with regard to the administrative

organs of the assembly and has certain disciplinary rights over the Secretary

and heads of the administrative organs. Because of the full-time nature of

Ms duties, the -resident receives a monthly salary. If one or more Vice-

Presidents are appointed to assist the President in his many tasks and duties

they also are paid.
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4-10. In India the Chairman and Vice-Chairman are not paid,, although

they may receive honoraria. In the case of the elected'Tresident and Yioe-

President of a District Council these honoiaria may amount to Es. 500 and

Es. 300 per month respectively with house and travelling allowances. The

Indian argument against paying salaries is that these would lead to public

misrepresentation and that an elected member who received an official salary

would lose his standing among the community, In both countries the team

was impressed with the generally high standard and competence of the

Presidents who were encountered daring the tour.

Position of Secretary and Chief Executive Officers

4.11. In Yugoslavia the Secretary is the highest official of an

assembly. He is responsible to the assembly and its President for the■efficient

running of the administrative organs and for the proper co-ordination of

their work. He prepares the agenda and attends assembly meetings, but does■ .■

not have the right to vote. The Secretary is appointed by the assembly for ■-■ ■

a term of four years ? . but when his term runs out? he may be re-appointed ■'■.■■

for a, further period. In fact, under the new Constitution only the judges

are permanent and not. subject to re-appointment after every four years in ■

office. The Yugoslavs are experimenting with this revolving system in the

belief that it will prevent bureaucratization. Clearly, however, some of

the officials with whom we spoke had reservations about its efficacy and

complained that it encouraged members of the assemblies to interfere too-

much in their work. Apart from not.being re-appointed after the expiry

of his normal term of office a Secretary can also be removed by a two-

thirds majority vote of the assembly to which" he belongs,- : ■ ■

4-12. In India a State-wide cadre of Panchayat secretary posts is' being

planned. These secretaries will be permanent, but subject to transfer.

4.13. There are wide variations between the States in India in the

functions assigned to the Collectors or Commissioners who head the central

government administration in each District or group of Districts. In

Maharashtra the Commissioner assisted by Deputy Commissioners is the

co-ordinatin6 authority for the District Councils in his area. He has

authority to stay any resolution of a lower body which may be detrimental

to law and order. The task of the Deputy Commissioners, apart from ensuring

that the various schemes of the current development plan are properly executed,

is to promote harmonious relations between the elected members of the District

Councils and Government officers. : .
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In the District. Councils of another State (Andhra Pradesh) it is the

Collector who functions as the chairman of all standing committees, the

non-official chairman sitting beside him. However, at the quarterly meetings

of the Zila Parishad itself the roles are reversed and it is the non-official

chairman who presides with the Collector sittin6 beside him. Ho doubt the

Collector will be relieved of some of these functions in the near future.

Recruitment

4.14, v.'hile Commissioners,, Collectors and higher administrative and

executive, staff? including" technical and extension officers, are recruited

by the-Public Service Commissions and are carried on State or All-India

cadres (although subject to the local government authority for administrative

control and minor disciplinary action), the lower categories of employees

are appointed by the local units themselves. Even here, however, the control

of .the State Governments is very real for not only do they control the

establishment grants, but also prescribe by rules the qualifications, emolu

ments , conditions of service and disciplinary regulations applicable to all

local government servants except the purely clerical and manual employees.

This means, on the other hand, that none of the officers on the Block staffs

o:r the Village Level- Workers can be hired or dismissed at will by the local

bodies. . Thus the system provides essential safeguards. For recruitment to

the subordinate local government services a State Panchayati Raj Service

Commission at State level and District Service Commissions have been set

ux in one of the States (Rajasthan). Elsewhere appointments committees set

ui: by local authorities recruit personnel.

4-15- The aim in every case is to ensure that the recruitment of staff

at all levels is carried out by independent bodies which are not subject to

political pre.ssure or influence. In the team's view this principle is valid

everywhere.

4-16. In Yugoslavia5 apart from the Institute for Public Administration,

special personnel services of the Federal Government and of the Governments

of the Republics deal with personnel problems. These services provide per

sonnel 3. organize courses and technical examinations and 6ive guidance on

prDblems connected with personnel selection.
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There the test of good administration has become no longer "its capacity

to maintain law and order, but its ability to work with the people, to

replace the belief among them that poverty is pre-ordained by the belief

that hard work can help in eradicating it, to give them organised, assistance

and to help them to tackle the problems of rural development".*

4.20. This new approach can only be brought about through comprehensive

training programmes. As far as the officials are concerned, it also, demands

the adoption of well-tried practices of personnel administration. Methods

of recruitment must be fair and free of politiral influence and conditions

of service of those employed by the local authorities, their emoluments and

prospects of promotion must be not less favourable than those of officials

belonging to the state services.

4.21. These observations seem particularly pertinent to the needs of

African countries also embarking on a course of decentralization for the

purposes of communal development*

* From a recent article by S. Chakravarti. Secretary in the Central Ministry

.for Community Development a.nd Co-cperation, New Delhi.
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■■:.- CONCLUSION

5.1. In Yugoslavia wo have traced some of the courageous steps which,

have been taken in recent years and indicated the principles which lie

behind the impressive efforts being made in that country to build up an

integrated political;, economic and social life and system in which decentra

lization of authority and self-government can operate to the maximum extent

possible. Through integrating the component parts of the system and making

them dependent on one another, the elements of centralism have been pre

served to the exten-u that national unity requires. Thus the unity of

socialist ideology,, the political unity of the state and the unity of the

social and economic plan, the threads of which run right from the communes

up to the Federal organs, are not affected in any way.

5-2. The socio-political and legal basis of the Yugoslav system has

not been established as a result of a concession made by the central autho

rities to placate local ambitions and aspirations, but as a socialist right

to self-government which is guaranteed by the country1a Constitution.

According to Yugoslav ideas the socialist state must be so organised that

it will increasingly transfer its own functions to independent agencies and

organisations of the working people.

5.3 The further this process continues and the more the central functions

are reduced in volume and get transferred to local self-governing bodies}

the more necessary it becomes to develop a network of central institutions

to assist these bodies. Thus institutions for assembling data and statistics,

for makin^ analyses and for control are needed as well as institutions for

extending professional, technical, organizational and other forms of assistance

In this sense decentralisation is only achieved in association with centrali

zation and so it is that when, in a modern context, we discuss decentralisa

tion anywhere, terms such as "autonomy" or "independence" or "sovereignty"-

are really out of place. Such concepts are certainly untenable in most of

the countries of A-sia and Africa whose only hope for an advance' in economic

and social conditions is through planned and integrated development,

5«4« £n India, with its hu^e and expanding population;, undoubtedly the

most crucial problem is to ensure thj,t national and State policies .lead to

efficiently executed programmes vrhich, cumulatively, will produce a "better

standard of living for the rural masses.



Once again a "balance has to be -e-truck between this necessity and allowing

the local government system to develop as a popular institution enabling

the maximum number of people to participate in decision making. The

balance is a delicate one and has , to be struck in such a way that local

initiatives enthusiasm and creativity are in no way stultified.

5-5- The policy of decentralization in Yugoslavia has succeeded

primarily because of a clear-cut ultimate objective and ideology, the

alertness of the political party and the care that has been taken in

educating every citizen in his rights and duties. In India with its-

dual system of local administration, one under the field agencies of the

Svate. Governments and the other under the new local authorities, decentra

lization has not gone so far. Yet Fanchayati Raj, gradually taking root

in a country with a population of about 460 millions and with terrifying

problems to solve (cf. Yugoslavia's population of only 19 millions) is

creating all the time greater opportunities for political education and

is helping to establish an effective two-way communication between the

citizens and the Government. Officials and representatives no longer

function alone. Team work is leading to greater vigilance at all levels

ani is providing a corrective to anti-social trends in individuals...

5-6. If the experience of either country which the team visited is

any gui.de, we cannot reiterate too strongly that the success of local

seLfgoverning institutions ijj Africa will acquire significance for the

people only when they are allowed to exercise real responsibility in the

social and economic fields. The long and shorWterm planning which has

to be carried out to achieve progress in these fields cannot be meaningful

to them if it does not offer them decidedly better prospects as producers

or wage-earners.

5.7. In dealing with this aspect of the problem as in tackling some

of the others which have been mentioned faith in the capacity of the common

man, courage and a deep sense of reality are indispensable. Tve have already

warned against the frustration likely to result from an over-cautious approach

in allocating powers and functions- to decentralised bodies. It is for this

reason that the success of some of the bold and imaginative measures intro

duced by Yugoslavia and India in recent years and the determination with

which they have been carried through are, in our view, worthy of the

closest attention by African Governments,

v-'ff^H"'
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' " ' *""■ vSUMEAEY OF

Except in heavily, populated countries a single tier or at most a two-tier

. system.of local .government is best suited to Securing the most effective

participation of the people in their, political, social and economic

advancement% in a two-tier, system as many functions as possible should

be allocated to the. primary unit, and less' to the higher tjer (2.19 to
2.20).

The ...need for early research; experimentation and preparation in the

field of decentralization (including the training of personnel) should

not, be lost sight of even in periods when a system of centralized

administration i* required in the national interest to meet special
circumstances () :

3. A policy of decentralizing industry, which has the beneficial effect of

■' bringing about de-urbanisation/"could be of undoubted advantage to ■

developing African'countries if pursued Hith ..foresight and determination
(2,22). '

4. The distinction between rural and .urban'local administration has dis

appeared in Yugoslavia; . Cautio* should be- exercised in abolishing this

distinction in African ^ocal government systems.' It is recommended

as an alternative,_ ho^er,. tha.* a Joint-committee formed from members

of a.municipal body and.of the-adjoining rural councils'- the system in

India T migh^prove ucef/ul in finding, solutions^ to common problems (2.23) .

5. -In,Africa.local government unitsj:should'be conceived and'constituted as
effective organs of social and"economic advancement in addition to

Playing a traditional r6le. The rights and dutie.s of every unit should

be clearly defined so'-as"to avoid overlapping of responsibility,(2.2?)..

6: Subject to safeguards and'limits .African local government-authorities '
■ should be given adequate powers to intrpduce- new. t:axes and tap varied'

- - source^ of..-venue. ' These shouldbe,: sufficient to-meet the greater part

C\l^*~~ ^tpo-MU-^, J'oc much'reliance on Government grants should be
avoided as this diminishes responsibility (2. 2(3.. to, 2. 30) ..
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7. The device of using indigenous or traditional African names to describe

local government units could be useful in evoking the responsiveness of

people to the meaning and purposes of decentralization (2.32).

8. African countries should aim to close the gap 'between 'people1 and

'government1? to achieve this, local government should be re-organized

in such a way that the people feel they have a definite and worthwhile

role to play in the task of developing their country? they should be

given opportunities and responsibilities for managing their common

affairs in the widest possible field. Such a transfer of power,

however, can often only be brought about by a real change in political,

social and economic relationships (2.33 to 2.34)*

9. The principle of beneficiaries managing educational and other insti

tutions themselves could usefully be adapted in developing African

countries as providing another healthy outlet for people to run their

own affairs and shoulder greater responsibilities (2.38)'

If, The use of the referendum to enable the people to decide themselves on

questions of special importance to them and of general meetings of voters

to consider all matters of direct concern to them should find a place

in all African systems of local government. They are elements of direct

democracy which keep up the interest and enthusiasm of the whole electo

rate (2.39) .

11, Reservation of seats in local government units should be considered,

where applicable3 as a useful way of helping to integrate backward

people, nomads and sometimes women in the processes of social and

economic planning (2.40).

12. A system whereby a proportion of the members of local government bodies

retires in rotation after a fixed number of years has the advantage of

making the work of all councils and assemblies continuous? of promoting

leadership at the local level, of preventing the emergence of privileged

groups and of ensuring the democratic and regular renewal of the organs

of power at all levels. Its adoption is recommended in Africa for

similar reasons (2.41)-
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18. Training^ "both for officials and non-officials5 is the key-stone of

effective democratic decentralisation. As is done in Yugoslavia and

Indiaj the centre should give the local authorities substantial and

continuous assistance in this field. Such assistance also should;,

as a general rule, he a charge on central funds*

In addition Government departments3 educational and research institutes

and schools of public administration should be geared to provide general

guidance and help to local government bodies in all aspects of their

work (3.12 to 3.16).

19. 3very developing country could benefit by creating an institution of

its own on the lines of the Standing Conference of Towns of Yugoslavia

to assist and guide its local authorities (-3«19)*

20. The efforts of the Central Government should be supplemented by voluntary

organizations of the people themselves for assistance in development

projectss mass education., research and other forms of self-help (3.20

to 3.23).

11. The experience of Yugoslavia and India in creating healthy working-

relationships between officials and non-officials and "between senior

and junior staffs and in their methods of arousing the interest of

non-officials in local government activities, is worthy of study by

African countries faced with similar problems. The crucial task of

establishing the right relationship between officials and non-officials,

based upon the mutual contribution that each has to make and upon an

understanding of the role that each of them has to play3 should be

tackled through joint training programmes (4*1 to 4*7)•

c2. Because of their importance the position;, powers, functions and disci

plinary rights of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of local government

authorities - and whether they should be paid a regular salary or merely

receive honoraria -- should be given careful attention (4*8 to 4-10).

The position, functions and term of office of the Secretary and of the

Chief Executive Officer should be given similar attention (4.H to 4*13).
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23. The recruitment of local government staff at all levels should be

carried out "by independent bodies such as Local Service ^Commissions

which are not subject to political pressure or influence (4*14 to 4.15)•

24- African countries should give consideration to the creation and training

of a cadre similar to the Village Level Workers of India to provide a

useful instrument for effective implementation of development projects

and social betterment in the rural areas (4.I8).

25. The test of good administration should be no more its capacity to

maintain law and order, but its ability to work with the people and

to give them organized assistance and help .in tackling the problems

of rural development. The fundamental change involved in this new

approach should be brought about by special training and orientation

courses and by making the pay, conditions of service and promotion

prospects of those employed by or working with the local authorities

no less favourable than those- of officials employed by the Central

Government (4.19 to 4.2l).




